
 
Independence Charter School 

Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes 
May 7, 2014 6p.m. 

 
Board Members Present: George Awad, Mike Barsanti, Rebecca Clothey, Brigitte 
Daniel, Barbara Dundon, John Eagen, Susanna Greenberg, Tre Johnson, Krista Pfeiffer, 
Gloria Shabazz, Elsie Stern, Claiborne Taylor  
 
Board Member(s) Absent:  Richardson Dilworth, Nirva LaFortune, Sheila Simmons, 
Dana Twyman 
 
Others Present: Thomas Scheid, CEO; Ramzy Andrawos, Director of Operations;  
Kareem Thomas, Lower School Principal;  Kristen Long, Middle School Principal; Amy 
Leigh, Staff Rep to the Board; David Peterson, IT Coordinator; Jerry Santilli, Business 
Manager; Mike Danyo, Santilli & Thomson associate; Megan Steelman, Compliance 
Manager; Ebru Erkut and Stephanie Kindt, parents 
 
Call to Order 
Elsie called the meeting to order at 6:03 p.m. and noted that the two main items on 
tonight’s agenda are the 2014-2015 budget discussion and the growth committee update.  
She stated that as indicated on the agenda, the board will now go into an executive 
session for about 20-30 minutes to discuss a confidential matter.   
 
The board returned at 6:26p.m.   
 
Approval of Minutes 
John moved to accept the minutes; George seconded. The April meeting minutes were 
approved unanimously.  
 
Public Comment 
Elsie read the one e-mail response from parent Amy Weidner in response to the draft 
2015-2016 calendar to ICS families for review: 
Thanks for the advance notice on the calendar! I also would agree that fall instructional 
dates mean more than added on dates in the spring.  I like the idea of starting earlier, 
and thereby ending earlier. Thank you for considering the “creative” option to educating 
our kids and helping them to “catch up” after summer vacation quickly!  One thing I 
would also ask you to consider would be the two hour early dismissal period on 
Wednesday that was implemented this year.  While I do see that we are well above the 
minimal required hours for instructional time, it does seem like the use of wednesdays 
and their shortened nature has made for a more rushed day this year...with lunches being 
shorter, no specials...etc, not to mention the stress of earlier pickups on some families 
(ours not included).  Just wondering if the board would also revisit the cost/benefit of the 
Wednesday earlyday.  We trust you!  
 
CEO Report (PowerPoint attached) 
Tom reported on several areas: 
 
Recent events: 
-Take Flight trips were successful 
-6th Graders went on a class trip to Baltimore 
-7th Graders went to Heifer International in Massachusetts 
-8th Graders visited local colleges 
-Career Days are coming up 



-PTA’s annual Silent Auction was a success (financial results still pending) 
-Councilman Kenyatta Johnson will visit this Friday at 11:30a.m.  All are welcome 
-Celebrating teacher appreciation week 
-Celebrated nurses’ day 
-Reading Olympics team had fun today at their competition 
-The musical FAME is tomorrow and on Friday evening; ICS pulled together due to a 
staff emergency 
 
2014-2015 Budget Outlook 
For the last two years ICS has had a structural deficit, so the board used the fund balance 
funds to make up the difference.   There are three new factors that will negatively impact 
ICS’ budget if they are enacted: 
-removal of the charter school PSERS subsidy 
-Special Education funding payment changes 
-a decrease in the per pupil allotment 
 
Salary Task Force 
All staff who are on the step scale (teachers, deans and counselors) were invited to 
participate; there were three meetings.  Survey results from a recent survey (with at least 
50% teacher participating) were circulated; staff were clear about feeling a salary 
increases are needed 
 
Special Education Funding 
There are two pending bills in the state legislature:  HB 2138 and SB 1316. 
Although there would be three payment tiers for both charters and “regular” public 
schools, charters would get less in every tier and the difference would go to the local 
school district.  There is currently an amendment to the bill that would have it rolled out 
over six years.  ICS participated in a charter school rally in Harrisburg yesterday; there 
were over 1,000 students from Philadelphia.  ICS 4th graders and their teachers attended, 
along with Tom and Kareem.  ICS’ group met with Senator Farnese. 
 
CEO’s Budget Recommendations 
-Reduce spending 
-Reduce staff 
-Small increase in enrollment 
 
Growth Potential for 2014-15 
The may be an opportunity to take in some students from Walter Palmer Charter; these 
students would bypass the waiting list.  If the board wants to make this offer, we would 
need board approval since these students would not be going through the lottery process 
and the SRC would also need to approve this.  Tom recommends pursuing this 
possibility. 
 
In addition, he reported that we have been meeting with the Philadelphia School 
Partnership.  We may be able to request a little more money, which could include 
supporting the Walter Palmer students during August before the regular school year 
starts. 
 
George asked if any of our students fall into other special education categories.  Tom 
replied that would only be a few students who are in approved private schools. 
John asked what the update is on the Walter Palmer Charter situation.  Tom said the 
school is fighting the closure.  Mike asked if we’d be able to take any other students.  
Tom said the 35 seats we discussed at last meeting would mainly be the Walter Palmer 
Charter students.  Barbara asked why they’re being closed; Tom stated the SRC said it is 



due to not making academic gain.  We would ask the SRC to be able to increase by 35, 
taking some students from Walter Palmer Charter and some from our waiting list too.  
The charter office would tell us which students from Walter Palmer Charter would be 
coming. 
 
Tom reviewed the 2015-2016 calendar and noted the key difference is that we would start 
the week before Labor Day and get out a little earlier in June.  Gloria moved the 2015-
2016 calendar motion; Rebecca seconded.  Rebecca asked Amy what comments she 
received from staff; Amy stated there were some negative and some positive responses to 
the proposed calendar.  Tom noted we only received one comment from a parent; that 
was read earlier during public comments.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Finance Report 
Gloria noted that we need to finalize the budget at tonight’s meeting, because if we want 
to make changes later, we need to wait 90 days.  She noted that the PSERS change seems 
likely to happen, so we budgeted accordingly.  We now have the official per student 
allotment amounts for next year; however, although they are official, they announced that 
it could be adjusted in January 2015.  Gloria added that although we have some funds in 
our fund balance; that is not endless, so we can’t continue to budget with those funds.  
The financial model we have been using isn’t working anymore.  We’ve gone from what 
was going to be about a one million dollar deficit to about a $600,000 deficit.  The best 
situation would be that the special education funding cuts go away.  Gloria and Tom 
noted that although the tiered approach makes sense, having different systems for 
“regular” public schools and for charters does not make sense.  ICS wants to make sure 
there is a fair review of charter school funding.  Gloria stated that we are considering 
some additional staffing reductions in order to give a nominal staff raise.  The budget in 
front of us does not include those additional staff changes.   We don’t have to make a 
budget change because the line item wouldn’t change; however, we would add language 
to the resolution to note the changes we’re making to the use of the funds.  Or we could 
wait until we know more about the funding and instead send out letters to those staff 
involved to let them know what our plan is if further cuts are incurred.  Tom noted that he 
wants to advocate for at least a slight salary increase for staff, because we have an 
incredible staff and told them we would make an effort to have some type of increase.  
We don’t want to lose people, because that would affect the stability of the school.  
Gloria clarified that we keep track of our fundraising goal and what we actually raise so 
that we don’t spend what we haven’t raised.   Elsie clarified that if our teachers were 
working in either a Philadelphia School District school or in a big charter (i.e. Mastery, 
KIPP), they would be making higher salaries.  Jerry stated that he and his business 
partner visited a lot of legislators’ staff members yesterday and got mainly positive 
responses; they were very receptive.  He said the emphasis of the meetings was on 
making them understand the unfairness of the funding formula and to get more time to 
advocate before the votes on these bills.  He said they don’t seem to understand what the 
results would be from these cuts.  In addition, the press in the Philadelphia area have not 
picked up this story yet.  Elsie noted that Tom will make sure all board members get a 
copy of the information that was sent out to ICS parents so we can encourage constant 
contact about this important issue; the long-term goal is to have a fair funding formula.  
Elsie stated she feels the board’s understanding of the funding formula, etc is inadequate 
and we will work on becoming more proficient. 
 
Gloria clarified that what we need to decide is whether we want to give raises (about 
$125,000) through staffing cuts since we have already agreed we do not want to take any 
more funds from the fund balance for that, if we want to wait until we have more 
information on the numbers, or we can decide that we cannot give any salary increases 
for next year.  She clarified that the process for how/if we would get an additional 35 



seats, whether from Walter Palmer Charter or from the waiting list, is unclear so we 
cannot include those potential funds into the budget.  We also need to remember that 
elections will take place in November and could bring changes to school funding.  Elsie 
asked for people to give their opinions.  Rebecca asked how important is it to staff to 
know right now if they’ll be getting a raise.  Tom said he feels it would let the staff know 
we’re doing our best to show our appreciation for them.  Amy was asked for her opinion; 
she stated staff expenses are rising like everyone else’s.  George asked how staff would 
react to knowing raises are based on making more staff cuts. She said she’s not sure how 
staff will react to that.  Krista stated that even if it’s only a slight raise, it shows our 
commitment to the staff.  Susanna said it does sounds like it would help with staff 
morale.  John noted that cutting staff is not a long-term solution, since there are only a 
limited amount of positions that can ultimately get cut. Gloria said her vote would be to 
give this nominal raise.  Elsie said that part of the reason that we were able to maintain a 
fund balance is because we have been conservative with our budget, so the staff have 
gotten the brunt of that.  Elsie noted that we don’t have a 100% board “give” rate and it is 
unclear how many board members have solicited donations this year.  Tom stated it took 
him such a short time to realize that ICS has an amazingly dedicated teaching staff and 
we need to support that.  Kareem stated that one thing that makes our school so great is 
continuity of our staff; a lot of teachers commented on the survey that they don’t know 
how much longer they can afford to work at ICS at the current salary levels.  Whatever 
increase can be given would be appreciated.  Kristen noted that no matter what, staff will 
be sacrificing. Mike said his struggle is that CEO’s recommendation holds a lot of 
weight, but it’s also the board’s job to make the best financial decisions.  It seems 
counterintuitive to give raises when we have a deficit.  However, following what Elsie 
said, if we agree to the raises, we are agreeing to step up to better fundraising.  He added 
that he feels there is good fundraising potential---- though not huge.  He said he supports 
the increase, but noted we have a responsibility to raise that money.  George said he 
supports the raise and agrees we need to increase fundraising efforts. 
 
Gloria moved the budget resolution; Mike seconded.  A roll call vote was taken: 
Nirva, Sheila, Richardson & Dana- absent 
John-yes 
Gloria-yes 
Krista-yes 
Claiborne-yes 
Tre 
Brigitte 
Barbara 
Rebecca 
Susanna 
Mike 
George 
Elsie 
 
Gloria read the following motion:  Be it resolved the ICS BOT approves an increase in 
staff compensation funded by staff changes.  Krista moved the motion; John seconded.  
The motion passed unanimously.  Elsie thanked everyone for their thoughtful 
participation. 
 
Gloria said the March disbursements will be considered next month. 
 
Nomination 
Rebecca reported that a potential new board member is being interviewed on Friday; he is 
a CPA and could potentially be a board treasurer.  Elsie explained that Rebecca as chair 



of the nominating committee will send out information after the interview and then the 
board would vote at the June board meeting.  Elsie noted there is a second potential 
member but we have not yet been able to plan an interview.  There are five parent 
candidates for this year’s parent seat.  The ballots will be sent out soon by the Family & 
Community Liaison and the winner of the election will be sworn in at the June meeting.    
 
Jurate Krokys Travel Fund Fundraising Event 
Elsie asked Mike to discuss the June 4th Jurate Krokys Travel Fund event.  Mike stated 
there will be a gathering on June 4th.  The committee is building the guest list, based on 
past donors.  The intention of this fund is to support student travel experience.  In the 
short term it is to be used at the CEO’s discretion with consultation with the board in 
support global citizenship.   Elsie said Jurate has asked if the school might need these 
funds for something else during the current budget crisis.  The board agreed to keep the 
focus of the fund because it is a dedicated fund.  Elsie noted this event is new territory for 
us---- hosting in a home, with former board members, etc and she thanked Mike for 
assisting with this effort. 
 
Growth Committees 
John reported that all three subcommittees have been meeting and more meetings 
scheduled.  John asked Tre to give his input regarding potential expansion.  Tre said he 
feels we need to ensure we are closing the achievement gap before we decide to expand.  
Elsie asked if there are any other issues that have come up.  Krista said she was interested 
to see that a lot of people have dismissed the Temple University research report.  Rebecca 
stated that the high school group seemed to immediately feel ICS isn’t ready for that, but 
is addressing some of the issues like the achievement gap.   Krista announced that the K-
8 group completed their three meetings and recommend:  1) starting another K-8 school 
(not a replica) 2) having only one Spanish language program, not necessarily like our 
current immersion model 3) having a slow roll out would be the preference  4) ensuring 
the global citizenship focus is included.  The committee did not come to consensus on 
whether it should be a full lottery school, a neighborhood school, or part 
neighborhood/part lottery.   
 
Elsie noted she is interested in diversity as a major plus of ICS.  She said she is looking 
forward to hearing from ICS constituents as to how that diversity impacts them.  Elsie 
thanked John and Tom for the enormous amount of work to bring these committees 
together. 
 
Announcements 
Amy reminded board members about FAME, Global Citizenship Days, and more.  She 
will send out reminders. 
 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:16p.m. 

 
Handouts circulated prior to this meeting: 
Agenda 
March disbursements 
April 2014 Minutes 
Proposed 2014-2015 budget 
 
 



 
Independence Charter School 

May 7, 2014 
Resolutions 

 
ADOPTED 

 
Calendar 2015-16 

Be it resolved that that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees  
adopts the 2015-2016 academic calendar as presented.  
 
 
2014-2015 Budget 
Be it resolved that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby approves 
disbursements from the month of March 2014 in the amount of $324,652.24. 
 
2014-2015 Staff Salary Increases 
Be it resolved the ICS BOT approves an increase in staff compensation funded by staff 
changes.   
 

Resolutions DEFEATED: None 

Resolutions TABLED 

March 2014 Disbursements 
- Be it resolved, that the Independence Charter School Board of Trustees hereby approves 
the 2014-2015 budget as presented. 

 


